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Abstract
Instant messaging platforms facilitate coordination in
workgroups by providing users with mutual information
on their presence and availability, allowing for ad-hoc
conversations with little disturbance. For this purpose
they typically capture, process, and present information
from and to the users involved. Thereby, they have to
address a fundamental trade-off: on the one hand users
want and need up-to-the-minute information about each
other, yet on the other hand the users whose information
is captured have a legitimate right for privacy and the
users whom the information is presented have a
legitimate need for avoiding frequent disruptions. In this
paper we present advanced technical concepts for
selective information disclosure. We introduce the
concept of face-based instant messaging platforms that
allow end-users on one side to flexibly integrate static
and dynamic data sources, and to easily specify their
preferences as to the data to be shared as well as the
granularity and the timing of the sharing, and on the other
side to easily specify their preferences for notification.

1 Introduction
Instant messaging platforms support the cooperation in
distributed workgroups. They facilitate coordination in
workgroups by providing users with mutual information
on their presence and availability, allowing for ad-hoc
conversations with little disturbance. For this purpose
they typically capture, process, and present information
from and to the users involved. Thereby, they have to
address a fundamental trade-off: on the one hand users want
and need up-to-the-minute information about each other,
yet on the other hand the users whose information is
captured have a legitimate right for privacy and the users
whom the information is presented have a legitimate need
for avoiding frequent disruptions.
The following little scenario should illustrate the
advantages and trade-offs of providing the members of
distributed workgroups with mutual information: imagine

a workgroup in which all the members are spread in
various offices in the same office building. Whenever,
member M1 needs to spontaneously contact colleague M2
(e.g., because M1 has a question for M2, or because M1
needs to quickly discuss an open issue with M2) M1 can
glance into M2’s office to check if it is a good time to
disrupt, if not M1 can return later. Imagine another
workgroup in which people from several organisations and
locations are involved. Spontaneous contact that fits
member M1 and M2 likewise is more difficult here.
Member M1 can call M2, but it is unclear if M2 is
present and available; member M1 can send an email to
M2, but email might involve more effort for discussing
the open issues and coming to a conclusion.
Technological support for the second workgroup could
provide member M1 with information on M2’s presence
and availability, and so forth, and would have a great
potential to make it much easier to coordinate
spontaneous social interactions. However, this technology
should also address new challenges that might arise: M2
should be able to have privacy and consequently have
information on which information is captured and means
to influence which information is captured and who will
be allowed to receive this information; and M1 should be
able to avoid unwanted disruption and to specify which
information to receive, and when and how.
This selective information disclosure is a base
requirement for social interaction—both in face-to-face
interaction and in technologically mediated interaction. As
Palen and Dourish [11] point out: ‘participation in the
social world also requires selective disclosure of personal
information. […] We seek to maintain not just a personal
life, but also a public face. Managing privacy means
paying attention to both of these desires.’.
In this paper we present the instant messaging platform
PRIMIFaces, which provides advanced technical concepts
for selective information disclosure. In the next section we
outline the detailed requirements for the PRIMIFaces
platform. We, then, describe the technical concepts of
PRIMIFaces and how they were applied to augment the
PRIMI platform. Finally, we draw conclusions and
outline future work.

2 Related Work
Traditional instant messaging platforms support
privacy by allowing users to explicitly specify their
online state (typically many systems also provide an
‘invisible’ state that allows users to disappear
completely); and support disruption avoidance by
providing a broad choice of notification mechanisms
(typically from intense audio and visual notifications to
subtle cues) [18].
Traditional instant messaging is either supported in
consumer instant messaging tools, or in enterprise instant
messaging platforms and message-oriented middleware.
Consumer instant messaging tools range from singleprotocol clients supporting one specific communication
protocol (e.g., ICQ, AOL Instant Messenger, Yahoo!
Messenger) to multi-protocol clients (e.g., Gaim, Trillian,
Adium) supporting multiple protocols in parallel [cf. 18
for an overview]. These tools are typically highly usable,
simple, and widespread. Yet, they are mostly only
available as clients to centralised servers that are run by
the inventors of the respective protocol, and they are not
radically customisable.
Enterprise instant messaging platforms and messageoriented middleware infrastructures (e.g., IBM Lotus
Instant Messaging and Web Conferencing, Microsoft
Office Live Communications, Novel GroupWise) are
typically technically more advanced. They are comprised
of clients and servers and provide support for security,
reliability, scalability, directory integration, and so forth
in complex work environments. Message-oriented
middleware [12] infrastructures and frameworks provide
basic support for program-to-program connectivity by
message passing that can be used to build reliable and
scalable high-performance distributed applications (e.g.,
the IBM MQ Series [17], the Java Messaging Service
[14], JXTA [16]). Both—enterprise instant messaging
platforms and message-oriented middleware
infrastructures—are technically advanced, based on clientserver or peer-to-peer architectures, and highly
customisable. However, the customisation is typically
complex and can only be done by system administrators,
and not by end-users in their day-to-day interaction with
the system.
Personality-based instant messaging platforms
introduce concepts for selective information disclosure.
They allow end-users to easily create various online
personalities and to share and receive specific information
for each personality. For instance, users can have a private
personality where they disclose private data such as the
number of their private mobile phone, and a work
personality where they disclose work-related data such as
the office location and their meeting schedule. There are
only a few platforms available: The PRIMInality platform
allows users to create personalities and to assign static
data that they want to share [7]. The GrapeVine system
introduced eCards with a similar concept allowing users to
create distinct online business cards and assign specific

assess rights to individual or groups of colleagues [13].
While these platforms offer more flexibility and
customisability to the end-user, they still have their
limitations—especially with respect to easy handling for
end-users.
Face-based instant messaging platforms are a novel
concept. They allow end-users on one side to integrate
static and dynamic information sources that capture data
that might help other users to get a better impression of
their current presence and availability, and to easily
specify their preferences as to the data to be shared as well
as the granularity and the timing of the sharing. On the
other side they allow the potential authorised recipients to
easily specify their preferences for notification and
presentation of incoming information.

3 Requirements
Instant messaging platforms should provide advanced
technical concepts for human-centred computing while
preserving well-established strengths of existing
technology.
Advanced technical concepts for instant messaging
platforms should include information from the electronic
world and from the real world. They should provide a
balance for the trade-off between the one hand providing
mutual information and the other hand protecting privacy
and avoiding interruption. This trade-off was already
identified in computer-mediated communication [2] and in
computer support for mutual awareness information [9].
Bellotti and Sellen [1] point out that these challenges are
aggravated when applications become more and more
ubiquitous—that is, when they increasingly capture and
provide data from real-world sensors, not only from
electronic sensors. They point out that: mediated
interaction between people via technology is ‘prone to
breakdowns due to inadequate feedback about what
information one is broadcasting and an inability to control
one’s accessibility to others’ [1, p. 78]. They conclude
that the following two requirements are vital for adequate
mechanisms. Systems should:
• provide feedback through adequate information to the
users whose data are captured about both the
information captured and the users having access or
receiving the data
• support control through adequate assistance for the
users to specify the information they want to share and
the recipients to share their information with
Several strengths are well established in recent instant
messaging platforms. In particular, instant messaging
platforms should (cf. [6]): be open, extensible, and
flexible; allow easy and efficient extension; offer powerful
logging capabilities; be compliant with up-to-date
standards; should support various deployment modes; and
be independent of the underlying operating system.
So, concepts and platforms are needed, which provide
advanced support and novel solutions to new challenges as
well as preserve the strengths of existing approaches.

4 Towards Selective Information Disclosure
In this section we describe advanced concepts for and
the implementation of selective information disclosure.
We first discuss the concept of selective information
disclosure and faces from Goffman and then introduce the
concepts and implementation of the PRIMIFaces platform
and client.

4.1

Faces

The concept of selective information disclosure and
faces is grounded in real world sociology and social
psychology. Here, people usually control implicitly what
information to expose. According to Goffman [4] we
construct social identities or faces representing a subset of
characteristics and information about ourselves, which is
to be revealed to a certain audience—that is, we selectively
disclose and disseminate information depending on the
current temporal, spatial, and interpersonal context. For a
human-centred approach we sought to adopt this
mechanism since people are expected to be familiar with
it. Thus the concept becomes easier to comprehend and
users should have less learning effort.
Hence our approach seeks appropriate means of
feedback and control regarding Goffman’s faces for the
disclosure of personal information. In order to realise our
approach we defined the following concepts:

• Faces define specific fronts of a user and contain
information sources and recipients who are allowed to
get the information; users can mute faces—that is,
temporarily interrupt the information supply.
• Contacts are the recipients of the information; each
user can be member of any number of faces (e.g., user
A can be user B’s working colleague and at the same
time his tennis partner) and any number of contacts can
be added to a face
• Information sources refer to the origins of the
information that is to be shown in each face
• Bridges are a user’s user-face combinations in relation
to another user’s user-face combination. For instance,
user A assigns user B to his face 1 while user B
assigned user A to his face 2 (this can be described by
the bridge A-1:B-2). Bridges can be symmetrical or
asymmetrical. For instance, while user B is in user A’s
face best friends, user A does not have to be in user B’s
face best friends. Also the type and number of sources
on either side of a bridge can be symmetrical or
asymmetrical.
Faces, contacts, information sources, and bridges
represent means of control since they impact the flow of
information in selective disclosure. Additionally we
designed feedback items in the form of a three level
(contact, face, user) information exchange visualisation
and a tickertape to provide users with feedback about their
current information sharing status.
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Figure 1. Overall PRIMI software architecture. The grey-shaded parts are implemented a s
part of the PRIMIBase reference implementation of the PRIMI platform (cf. also [6]).

4.2

PRIMIFaces

The PRIMIFaces instant messaging platform
implements the requirements presented above.
In order to meet the general requirements for instant
messaging platforms we based PRIMIFaces on the PRIMI
platform. The PRIMI platform was presented elsewhere
[6]; here we just quickly sketch the main concepts that
need to be known in order to understand the concepts and
implementation of PRIMIFaces.
Figure 1 shows the basic software architecture of
PRIMI. Generally, the PRIMI platform covers three core
issues: data handling, communication protocols, and
application integration. These aspects are considered on
the client and server side: graphical user interfaces and
especially awareness displays are research issues on the
client side, while on the server side event histories and
other mechanisms (e.g., heuristics and algorithms to
generate prospective information from accumulated data)
are used to enhance communication and collaboration. The
platform is used to build clients and servers that support
existing and custom protocols for communication. User
interfaces and communication protocols are deployed in
the Java programming language [15] as plugins [19] as
part of a central infrastructure that offers all necessary
services, especially for plugin handling and logging. Most
communication inside PRIMI and with other applications
and environments outside of PRIMI is done via XMLRPC [20]. A great strength of XML-RPC is that it can be
combined with Web-servers and then can work via HTTP
on port 80 and does not interfere with firewalls.
PRIMIBase constitutes the PRIMI reference
implementation of a plugin-based infrastructure.

In order to provide advanced technical concepts the
PRIMIFaces platform faces need to be introduced. Every
user has at least one face, the default or public face. Faces
get assigned contacts and sources. Bridges need to be
stored; a storage format has to be found. Additionally,
information sources need to be introduced. We
distinguish:
• Sources that expose information that is manually
provided by users (static sources)
• Sources that capture information using sensors (either
software sensors capturing information from computer
operating systems and applications, and hardware
sensors capturing information from the real-world
environment)
• Sources that create and expose information based on
algorithms without any user input or sensing (dynamic
sources).
Sources either provide their information in an active or
passive operational mode (push or pull sources).
Furthermore, information can come from an internal
source (either user input or results from algorithms), or
from an external source (a sensor outside the platform).
Users may use an arbitrary number of sources. Source
handling, data storage destinations, and formats need to be
found in order to define where and how to store the data.
Table 1 provides an overview of source types and
operational modes.
Sources are implemented as part of the core platform.
Like user interfaces and connectors, sensor sources are
realised as external plugins that can be dynamically added
to the platform. Sources with user or algorithmic input
are implemented as internal classes of the platform.
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Figure 2. Overview of internal and external push and pull sources.
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Table 1. Source types and operational modes.

Pull sources need to be asked for their values, while
push sources inform registered listening components via a

callback interface (SourceListener interface) in case
of any change to their values. Push sources can be based
on dynamic information generators that create their values
based on algorithms, or on push sensors that deliver their
values
via
another
call-back
interface
(SensorListener interface). Sensor components are
wrapped into source objects in order to provide a common
interface for source handling. Figure 2 depicts an
overview of the workings of internal and external push and
pull sources.
Overall, there are six implementations of the source
interface depicted in Figure 3. The SourceSensorImpl class provides a wrapper for push and pull sensors
(external sources). Static information sources mentioned
above are implemented as SourceInternalStaticInfoImpl, dynamic sources are realised as Source-

Figure 3. Source interface and implementing classes.

Figure 4. Sources are assigned handlers and formats in order to define the destination a n d
appearance of their data.

InternalDynamicInfoImpl. Figure 3 also shows
further internal sources:
• SourceInternalMessageSensorImpl: message data sent via instant messaging can be perceived as
source data as well; that is why we implemented this
class that provides this information as source
• SourceInternalPresenceSensorImpl: as for
instant messages the same accounts for instant
messaging data on the users’ online states; this class
provides this information as source
• SourceInternalPresentitySourceImpl:
this implementation of the S o u r c e interface
represents the sources of the other users (the contacts or
presentities)
The source classes also take care of logging their data.
In the case of sensor sources the source class acts as a
proxy, the underlying sensor class does not know
anything about the logging mechanisms. This approach is
also used for the connector plugins where communication
and status data are logged transparently, yet for a different
purpose. Sources can be assigned handlers and formats in
order to define the logging data’s destination and
appearance. Thus, the concept of sources becomes generic
enough to be used in a multitude of scenarios as part of
the PRIMIFaces platform.
Figure 4 shows how Format and Handler classes
are assigned to sources. The formatting follows the
command software pattern [3]. Yet, the invoker is the
SourceImpl itself: when its getValue() method
(pull case) or a push event occurs (push case) the
SourceImpl class calls its Format class’ format()
method to output the values as desired. The output is then
handed over to the Handler class’ publish method.
As it can be seen in Figure 4 the Handler classes and
the entire logging is based on Java’s Logging API [8].
In order to adapt sources for different settings simply
new Handler and Format classes need to be provided.
The conceptually required muting is realised by switching
off loggers inside the SourceImpl classes.
For using sources within PRIMIFaces we finally set
up a service, the Source service. It acts as factory

creating or acquiring source instances. Handler and
Format classes need to be provided here as parameters.
The service belongs to PRIMIFaces’ set of high-level
services and is initialised when PRIMIFaces starts.
In PRIMIFaces faces are stored as a compound of
username and face name with a dot in between (e.g.,
userA.face1). Sources and the data they produce are
stored in a sensor-based environment called SensBase that
was develop with the Sens-ation platform [5] in XML
format. SensBase provides a generic infrastructure mostly
written in the Java programming language. It facilitates
the registration and management of hardware and software
sensors, the capturing and storing of sensor values via
these sensors, and the retrieval of information on sensors
and present and past sensor values via various gateways
(e.g., Web Services, XML-RPC, Sockets, CGI). Basic
building blocks for data storage are sensors and locations.
The latter basically tag a collection of sensors that have
something in common, usually a physical location.
We developed a handler for sending data to SensBase
and a format, which took care of the data’s layout in
XML. Both are provided to source class instances retrieved
from PRIMIFaces’ source service. Additionally, for the
way back, a class was implemented that converts data back
from flat XML retrieved from SensBase into objects.
Bridges are realised using dictionaries that are
specialised SensBase sensors containing data of the format
shown in Figure 5. A dictionary holds a user’s settings
about how contacts are assigned to faces. The example in
Figure 5 describes two faces containing two users each. In
order to build a complete bridge the application has to read
the current user’s dictionary. For each contact found, it has
to look up the current user’s name as contacts in their
respective dictionaries. This way the application also finds
out about the faces’ name in order to retrieve all sources
from. These dictionaries are created and updated
automatically, based on the users’ preferences. The users
can create faces, and add contacts directly in the
PRIMIFaces client (cf. Figure 6 below). It is also the
users’ choice which information sources to add and to
check the sources and their combination is of help to the

Figure 5. The bridge between user A and user B (UserA.Face1:UserB.Face2).

Figure 6. The PRIMIFaces user interface.

contacts who receive this information.
With sources and bridges implemented at the level of
the core platform we still need to focus on the client and
its user interface. On the client side faces are a central user
interface issue, since easy and intuitive user interface
mechanisms for feedback and control are a challenge.
Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the PRIMIFaces client’s
user interface. A pie chart serves as visualisation for faces.
Contacts and sources can be added simply by using the
buttons on the right side or via the menu bar.
So far, only a fat client for the computer is available.
While a mobile client would certainly be interesting to
experiment with, it also entails several new challenges
(e.g., how to provide good interaction design for creating
and maintaining faces, adding and removing contact,
adding and removing information sources).

5 Conclusions and Future Work
More than merely status information is needed to
overcome the two major problems in computer-mediated
communication, disembodiment and dissociation. For
addressing these challenges we introduced the concept of
faces from Goffman and presented the concept and
implementation of advanced selective information
disclosure in PRIMIFaces. This advanced selective
information disclosure provides easy means to the users to
decide what to share with whom. This goes beyond other
approaches that simply provide some additional
information to contact initiators (e.g., ContextContacts is
a mobile phone system that nicely provides initiators of
phone calls with information on current location and other

information on the call recipient’s phone, yet it is also
limited to these types of information and only allows
general disclosure without faces [10]).
With the setup presented we are able to provide more
information, which is to be disclosed selectively. We
additionally meet the requirements of asymmetry: Based
on dictionaries user may assign other users in an
asymmetric manner; sources may be added in an arbitrary
manner on either side.
Due to the use of formats and handlers with sources we
allow to easily switch and use different storage
infrastructures where we used SensBase as the default.
Developers simply need to create a new handler, which
defines the new destination and calls its provided methods
to store values. The format only has to be adapted in the
format class in order to be used with another
infrastructure.
However, the concepts presented have some limitations
in their current state. For example, users may switch the
computer they use. Yet, a different set of sensor plugins
might be installed on either location—that is, a user
might provide more, less, or even different information
depending on the equipment used. This issue has not been
covered yet.
Another issue is the handling of variations of precision
of sensor values. For numeric values this might be an
easy case to increase or decrease precision (e.g., a 4.5
becomes 5). Using more semantic values the issue
becomes increasingly difficult. For instance, for a user
who wants to share location information, but in a coarsegained fashion, generalising the current location from
Weimar to Germany can become a challenge.

Further, in our approach we provided dynamic sources
that generate their information based on algorithms. It is
not completely clear what this can be used for. A possible
scenario could be the generation of fake data in order to
pretend a certain situation (e.g., I appear to very busy
though I am not). This needs to be explored.
Last but not least, the way back from the storing
infrastructure remains an issue: we realised it as part of the
user interface plugin since it is the instance that knows
about the destination and format.
From a social science perspective the consequences of
asymmetrical information provision is an open question.
In the current platform and its clients user get feedback on
the information they are sharing and have control over the
selection and granularity of the information to share. The
users do not have feedback on the overall situation of the
other users—that is, they only receive the information
that is shared in faces. They might receive all information,
or they might miss information. In the latter case the
information might be missing, because the other users
cannot provide it (e.g., simply because they do not have
the software and hardware infrastructure to capture and
process the data when they are online, but travelling), or
because the other users have deliberately excluded
information sources from the faces.
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